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Let the integers (x+)! , 1 < v,: Q r, be fixed. We show that there exists a quadrat- 
ure formula with nodes a . . x1* c ... < x,~* <. b of multiplicities “I ,..., Y,, 
respectively, which has a minimal error in the Sobolev space WmT[a, b] among all 
quadratures with nodes (xJ: , a < xl < ... x s, < b, of the same multi- 
plicities (v$ . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a class of sufficiently smooth functions defined in the interval 
[a, b]. The various variants of the problem of “optimal” approximation of 
the integral Z(f) = J”Ef(t) dt on the basis of a preassigned number of values 
of the integrand and its derivatives could be covered by the following two 
general formulations. 
Let vI ,..., v, be given positive integers. Construct a quadrature formula 
of the form 
(1.1) 
which has 
(i) as high a degree of exactness as possible; 
(ii) a minimal error in the class F. 
Problem (i) is a classical one. In the case v1 = ... = v, = 1 it has been 
solved by Gauss. The case of an arbitrary system of multiplicities (vi;): was 
studied by Tschakaloff in his remarkable work [l]. 
Sard [2] and Nikolskii [3] opened up a wide field of investigations devoted 
to problem (ii). In this paper we consider the question of existence and charac- 
terization of the solution of problem (ii), treating as avialable parameters 
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both the coefficients and the nodes with fixed multiplicities. This question, 
which is central to the theory of quadrature formulas, has been attacked by 
many authors. Their efforts succeeded mosthly in the case when F is a class 
of analytic functions (see [4-61). 
In recent years, the Sobolev spaces lVD’[a, 61, 
J+‘~$z, b] := {f~ CT-l[u, b]:f+l) abs. cont.,f”) E &,[a, b]} 
became a touchstone for almost every new method in the theory of approxi- 
mation. In spite of the importance of the existence problem and the popularity 
of the Sobolev spaces, the existence of optimal quadrature formulae of 
fixed type is known (see [7]) only in the special cases r = I,2 (1 d p ,< co), 
or y1 zzz ... zzz v, = v, v=r-l,r-2 (1 < p < co, r = 1, 2 ,... ). 
Schoenberg [8] and Karlin [9] announced without proofs existence and 
uniqueness theorems for the class Wz’[a, b] in the case vl = ... = v, = 1, 2. 
(The existence was shown by Powell [lo].) The existence of optimal quadrature 
formulas with simple nodes (i.e., vi = ... = v, = 1) was proved recently 
for the classes I@Dp (r = 1, 2,..., 1 < p < co) of periodic functions (see 
[II, 121). 
We show here the existence of optimal quadrature formulas in the class 
lVao’[a, b] for any admissible choice of the multiplicities of the nodes. The 
main result of our paper was announced in [13]. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let [a, b] be an interval of the real line and let r be a positive integer. 
Everywhere in this paper we shall write 
x= c 
x1 )...) x, 
Vl >..., vn ! (2.1) 
to denote that x is a system of nodes (xJ2 with corresponding multiplicities 
(v& such that N = v1 + *** + v, 2 r and 
a<x,< *‘. <x, <b, 
1 < vk < r, k = l,..., n. 
Let us denote by O(v, ,..., v,) the set of all systems x of the form (2.1). 
Given x E Q(v, ,..., u,), we shall study the methods of approximation of the 
integral I(f) in the class Wmr[a, b] which use only the information T(x; f) := 
{f’A’(xlJ, k = I,..., n, h = 0 ,..., vlc - l}. Evidently any such method S is 
defined by a transformation of the set (T(x;f):fg W=‘[a, b]} into R. Denote 
by S(f) the approximate value of Z(j) given by the method S. We set, for 
simplicity of notation, 
ct’ = {fE W,$, 61: ‘f(r) 53 2“ 1) 
(iif !L will denote the L,-norm off in [(I, b], 1 <’ p s,.. 03). The quantity 
R(S; x) = sup(i Z(f) ~ S(j)l: f E W) 
is called the error of the method S in the class Wm’[a, 61. Let us denote 
R(x) = inf{R(S; x): S], where inf is extended over all admissible methods 
of approximation of the integral Z(f) that use only the information T(x;f). 
The method S, for which R(S, ; x) = R(x) is said to be a best method of 
integration in the class WWT[u, b] on the basis of the information T(x;f). It 
follows from a general result of Smolyak [14] (see also [15] for the proof) 
that for every system x EQ(v, ,..., u,) there is a linear best method of 
integration; i.e., there exist coefficients a == {al;,} such that 
where 
R(x) = sup{1 Z(f) - S(a, x:.0 :.fe W, 
S(b, x;f) = 1 c &J’“‘(.x~. 
h-1 A=0 
The coefficients a = a(x) are said to be best for the nodes x. Smolyak [14] 
has also proved that 
R(x) = sup{Z(f): f E W(x)], (2.2) 
where W(x) = {f E W: fcA)(xk) = 0, k = l,..., n, A = 0 ,..., v - I>. Now 
it is easy to see that R(x) < const for every x E .Q(v, ,..., Ye). Indeed, let 
t 1 ,..., t, be the first r points in the sequence of nodes 
By Newton’s interpolation formula 
f(t) = (t - t1) -.. (t - t,>f[t, t1 ,..a, &I (2.3) 
for every f E W(x), where g[TO ,..., T,] denotes the divided difference of g 
based on the points T,, < TV < ... < TV . It is well-known (see [16] or [17]) 
that 
d7” >..., T7nl = u(t; 70 )...) 7,) g”“‘(t) dt (2.4) 
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for every g E W,r[a, b], where u(t) = u(t; TV ,..., T,) is the divided difference 
of the function (. -t)l;“--l/(rn - l)! at the points r,, ,..., 7, . Moreover, 
u(t) :> 0 for I E (TV , 7,), 
u(t) = 0 for t $ [TV , T,], 
I 
b 
u(t) dt = 1 /m ! 
a 
Then, it follows from (2.3)-(2.5) that sup{f(r):f~ W(x)} 
consequently, in view of (2.2) 
R(x) < (b - @+1/r! 
for every x E J&V, ,..., v,). 
(2.5) 
(b - u)T/r! and 
(2.6) 
The estimate (2.6) implies that the best method must be exact for all poly- 
nomials of degree less or equal to r - 1. For this reason we shall consider 
here only methods of the form 
4f> - W, x;f) (2.7) 
with coefficients b satisfying the requirement 
I(P) = S(b, x; P) (2.8) 
for all P E nrP1 . Here as elsewhere in this paper, rrnc denotes the class of 
polynomials of degree m or less. 
Hereafter we shall often be concerned with monosplines of the form 
(2.9) 
satisfying the boundary conditions 
iW’(b, x; a) = &P’(b, x; b) = 0, j = O,..., r - 1. (2.10) 
There is a simple one-to-one correspondence between quadrature formulas 
and monosplines (see [8]). We shall briefly recall it here. Assuming that the 
coefficients b satisfy the requirement (2.8) and making use of Taylor’s 
interpolation formula 
J(x) = z q (x - a)” + & jz (x - t)+lf”‘(t) d  a 
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we obtain the identity 
Z(f) - S(b, x;,f) r lb M(b, x; t).f”‘(t) tir 
- I, 
(2.1 I) 
for every f E W,“‘[n, b], where the monospline A4(b, x; t) satisfies (2.10). 
Conversely, an arbitrary monospline (2.9) together with (2.10) induces a 
quadrature formula (2.7) which is evidently exact for f E rT-r . Application 
of Schwarz’ inequality to (2.11) gives 
(2.12) 
for every f E W, provided b satisfies (2.8). Moreover, the equality in (2.12) 
holds only for functions f E W such that 
f(‘)(t) = sign M(b, x; t), t E [a, b]. (2.13) 
By virtue of the optimality of the linear methods and the exactness of the 
best method for the class rTT,.+r , we conclude from (2.12) that 
R(x) --_ min (~1 M(b, x; .)I,, : b satisfies (2.8)) 
y ~1 MC% x; .)I,1 3 
(2.14) 
where the coefficients a are best for the nodes x. So, the problem of construc- 
tion of best quadrature formula with fixed nodes x reduces to the problem of 
best L,-approximation of zero by monosplines of the form (2.9) satisfying 
(2.10). 
The extremal element a in (2.14) is not unique in general. But it is a well- 
known fact in the theory of approximation that the function sign M(a, x; t) 
is one and the same for all extremal systems a(x). Denote it by $(x; t). 
Since the monosplines have finite number of zeros, equality (2.13) shows 
that 
f”‘(t) = #(xi t>, t E [a, bl, (2.15) 
for f E W iff j I(f) - s(a, x; f)i = R(x). 
Let the multiplicities (v& be given satisfying the inequalities 
1 < Vk < Y, k = l,..., n. (2.16) 
DEFINITION. We call the nodes x E!~(v, ,..., vn) optimal of the type 
(v 1 ,..*, vn) in the class Wmr[a, b] if 
R(x) = inf(R(y): y E Q(v, ,..., v,)} = : E(v, ,..., v,). 
Also, the best quadrature formula for the nodes x is said to be optimal of the 
type (vl ,..., v,) in W,‘[a, b]. 
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For each system of multiplicities (Q): satisfying (2.16) we shall demonstrate 
that a x E sZ(u, ,..., v,) can be found such that R(x) = E(u, ,..., v,). We shall 
use a known existence theorem for best spline approximation with free knots 
(see [18]). In order to simplify our approach we introduce some notation. 
Let us set 
With every point y E Qn, we associate a system of nodes B,(y) in the following 
way: If y has m distinct coordinates y1 < ... < y, with multiplicities 
p1 >..., ,Pm 9 respectively, then 
B,(y) = (Yl '"".vm) , 
111 T.'.> pm 
where pk = min(p, , r), k = l,..., IZ. 
We shall write II y 11 instead of maxIsks,,, / TV i for each point 
y = (Tl )...) 7-N) E iv. 
Denote by Q(v, ,..., u,) the “closure” of Q(v, ,..., v,), i.e., the set of all 
systems y0 for which there exist y E X2, and a sequence {y(C))pz1 in B(v, ,..., v,) 
such that lim,,, /I yti) - y 11 = 0 and y,, = B,(y). We shall show that 
inf(R(y): y E sZ(v, ,..., vn)> = inf{R(y): y E Q(v, ,..., v~)}. 
First we prove an auxiliary result. 
(2.17) 
LEMMA 1. Let {q~~~)rn’)~=~ be a linarly independent set in linear normed 
space .H for m = 0, I,.... Let the real matrices 
B, = (~~.Y.f?) 
T?l 
be given such that the determinant Aim) of the first r columns of B, is not zero 
for m = 0, l,.... Suppose that 
lim 1 biy’ - b$’ 1 = 0, 
m-m I= I,..., r,j= l,..., n, 
Denote by A,,, the set of all real vectors a = (al ,..., a,) such that B,a = 0. 
Let f E H and 
0 < ELm’ := inf .f - ,tl a,p7!$ )111 : a E A,./ < C 
for m = 0, l,.... Then Eh”’ = lim,,, EAm’. 
64ol22/3-6 
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ProoJ: Since A?) # 0, there exist linear functions Ir)(tr ,..., t,-,), 
k = I,..., r, such that a, = li,m)(a,.+l ,..., a,), k = I ,..., r, m = 0, l,..., for 
all a E A,, and {Ip’(ti ,..., f,-,)J converges uniformly to Ii”(t, ,..., t,-,) on 
the unit ball of K-r. Let Eh”) = IIf- CF=, a;%)~&~) ‘IN , m = 0, I,.... 
Note that 
E’“’ 
n = inf 
k=r+l 
: (CTil )...) c,) E R”-’ (2.18) 
Our first claim is that the sequences {a~~c”‘}~=l, k z I,..., n, are bounded. 
Indeed, it follows from the equivalence of the norms in span{y:m),..., prim)} 
that there exists a constant C, > 0 such that 
where 8, = Ilf - cz=, a~~‘~~“’ j/H . Evidently, there is an index m, such 
that m > m, implies 
Then, we have 
+ ad 
H 
for m 3 m, . Consequently a, < 2C,C. Hence, after going to a subsequence 
if necessary, we may assume that 
lim aim’ = 01~ , k = I,..., II m+m 
Next, according to (2.18), 
E’“’ = 
12 
ii k=r+l H 
. 
H 
Therefore 
and our assertion follows. 
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We recall that a(y) denotes a system of best coefficients for the nodes 
y in the sense of (2.14). With every x E s2(u, ..., v,) we associate the set 
Q(x) == (y E Sz, : II x - y // < Ax}, where Ax = 8 min,(,+ ] xkfl - xk 1, 
XII = 4 &Cl = b. 
LEMMA 2. Let the multiplicities (v& satisfy (2.6) and let {Y(~)} be a sequence 
in Q(v, ,..., v,) such that 
pil I/ y(i) - x /I = 0 
for some x E Q, . Suppose that x has m distinct components a < x1 < e.1 < 
x, < b with multiplicities p1 ,..., pm , respectively. Let pcLlc = min(p, , r), 
k = l,..., m. Then the sequence (M(a(yti)), y(“); t)}: converges untformly to 
a monspline M(t) of the form 
on each compact subset of [a, b]\{x, ,..., x,}. Moreover, the coefficients 
c = (ck,,} are best for the nodes B,(x). 
Proof The first (essential) part of our statement is proved in [18]. In 
order to derive it from [18], one needs only observe that the sequence 
(11 M(a(yci)), yti’; .)1/r} is uniformly bounded (see (2.6)). It remains to prove 
that the coefficients c of M(t) are best for the nodes B,(x). To show this we 
shall apply Lemma 1. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that II yCi’ - x jl < dx for 
i = 1, 2,.... Denote by ~$4 ,..., yi”l the coordinates T of the point yu) E JJN 
for which j xk - T / < Ax. For s:mplicity let us set 
y(x; t) = (x - t):-‘/(r - 1) !, 
YkAO> = ww Y(Xk ; t>, 
YL?W = rrvtl ,-.., YK+1 ; tl. 
It is easily verified (see [19]) that 
for k = l,..., m, X = 0 ,..., pk - 1. we rewrite M,(t) = M(a(y’i’), y”‘; t) 
in the form 
&f,(t) = i!z$ - 
m Q-1 
r. 
c c A! a&g(t). 
k=l A=0 
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Let the monospline 
have a smallest &-norm among all monsplines of the same form with variable 
coefficients satisfying the boundary conditions (2.10). Evidently 
II Mi ‘11 G II Mi /I1 3 i = 1, 2,.... (2.19) 
On the other hand, applying Lemma 1 for H = &[a, b], {vjill = {X!y$, 
i = 1, 2,..., {vj”)l = hd, and 
I 
WL L&-l 
Ai = a E RN : I(gJ = C 1 a,,g,[yif,..., yf)n+J, for gj(t) = tj, 
k=I A=0 
j :: 0 ,..., r - 1 i 
we get 
) 
9-z II A, II1 =- I! M(a(x), x; .)liI . 
Then (2.19) implies I/ M III = iI M(a(x), x; .)lll . The proof is completed. 
As an immediate consequence of the above lemma and the relation 
R(x) = /I M(a(x), x; .)iil we get (2.17). 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE EXTREMAL FUNCTION 
First we recall that a perfect spline of degree r with knots 5, < ... < 5, 
is a function of the form 
z; a,ti + c (f -t 2 t (- 1) i (fi --~ t);) , 
ill 
where a, ,..., a,-, and c are real constants. The following lemma (see [22]) 
is a simple consequence of the main result in [20] (see also [21]). 
LEMMA 3. For every system of nodes x E S(v, ,..., v,) there exists a unique 
(up to multiplication by - 1) perfect spline ~(x; t) of degree r having at most 
N - r knots in (a, b) and satisfying the relations ~(x; t) E W(x), 
I/ @(x; .)llm = 1. 
We need the following simple facts noted first in [22]. 
LEMMA 4. Let x EQ(v, ,..., v,) and let (f& be the knots of ~(x; t). If 
V - r for some 1 < m < n then x, $ (El ,..., [J. m- 
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Remark 1. Repeated application of Rolle’s theorem shows that ~(x; t) 
has precisely N - r knots and precisely N zeros, counting multiplicities. 
Therefore ~(x; t) # 0 for t f xi and cp(“i)(x; xi) # 0, i = l,..., n. 
LEMMA 5. Let x E Q(v, ,..., vn). Then 
If(t>l G I dx; a> t c [a, bl, 
for every function f E W(x). 
Further we shall often assume that the multiplicities (v~); satisfy the 
requirement 
1 < I.‘k < rp k = I,..., n; 
if vl, < r then V~ is an even number. 
(3.1) 
Equation (3.1) will be referred to as evenness condition. 
Now using the known result stated above we shall prove the following 
LEMMA 6. Let the multiplicities (vk)y satisfy (3.1). Then, for every system 
of nodes x E sZ(vl ,;., v,) there exists exactly one function F(x; t) E W(x) 
such that R(x) =I $a F(x; t) dt. Furthermore 
(a) 1 F(T)(x; t)[ = 1 for each t E [a, b]; 
(b) F@)(x; t) has precisely N - r sign changes when r is an even number 
and N - r + j changes when r is odd, where j is the number of the multiplicities 
in the sequence v1 ,..., v, which are equal to r; 
(c) F(x; t) > Ofor all t $ (x1 ,..., x,); 
(d) The function Fc”k)(x; t) is discontinuous at xk if r is an odd number 
and vk = r; 
(e) FtYh)(x; XJ > 0 when vk is even. 
Proof. We shall show that F(x; t) = I ~(x; t)l. First we observe that the 
function F(x; t) defined as above belongs to the class Wm’[a, b]. Indeed, 
F(x; t) has the same differential properties as the function ~(x; t) at every 
t E [a, b] excepting the points at which CJZJ(X; t) changes its sign. Evidently, 
this occurs only for t = xk when vk is an odd number. According to assump- 
tion (3.1), vk is odd iff vlc = r and r is odd. In this case, xlc is a point of dis- 
continuity of F(‘)(x; t). By virtue of Lemma 4, xIC does not coincide with any 
knot of ~(x; t), i.e., xk is an additional, newly introduced knot of the spline 
F(x; t). This proves properties (b) and (d). We see also that 
F’Q(x; xk + 0) = FtA’(x; xk - 0) = 0 for h = O,..., r - 1 
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if Y)* :-= I’. This implies that F(x; t) is I’ --- 1 times continuously differentiable 
at the point x7, . Hence, F(x; .) E Wccr[u, b]. Adding the equalities 
F“yX; x.7;) = 0, I\ := I )...) II, h = 0 )...) Vk - 1. 
we conclude that F(x; .) E W(x). 
Assertions (a) and (c) follow at once from the definition of F(x; t). 
Next, making use of (2.2) and Lemma 5, we obtain 
R(x) = sup (Z(f) : f E W(x)} < Jb / F(x; t)I dt. 
a 
Since F(x; t) = I ~(x; t)l E W(x), we get R(x) = Jz F(x; t) df. Let us assume 
that there exists another function Fl E W(x) for which R(x) == I(F,). Thus, 
there is a point t, E [a, b] such that 1 Fl(t,); > 1 ~(x; &,)I. This inequality 
contradicts Lemma 5. The uniqueness of the extremal function is proved. 
It remains to show that F(x; .) satisfies (e). Clearly, Pk)(x; XJ # 0 for 
even vlc , by Remark 1. Now suppose that P”)(x; x,) < 0 for some even vR . 
Therefore, there is a positive number E such that Pk)(x; t) < 0 for 
t E [XL - E, xjc + ~1. Then, using Taylor’s formula, we get 
for each t E [x~ , X~ E E], which contradicts (c). This completes the proof. 
Next we show a continuous dependence of F(x; t) on the nodes x. 
LEMMA 7. Let {y’“)) be a sequence in Q, such that the multiplicities of the 
;;:;,,” ycm) (m ==- I, 2,...) satisjj the ecenness condition (see (3.1)). Suppose 
m-m /’ ycm) -- x I’ = 0 for some x E Q,v . Then 
for j = 0 ,..., r - 1. 
Proof The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2. 
Now we shall prove the second one. By Taylor’s interpolation formula 
1 F”‘(x; t) - F(T)(yfnL); t)i dt. 
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where 
T-l 
P(t) = 1 P'(x; a)(t - a)"/k!, 
k=O 
T-1 
P,,(t) = c P’(y’“‘; a)(t - u)“,lk!. 
k=O 
Since ~(y’m); t) E W(Y(~)) and F(x; t) E W(x) we have 
1 P’(y’~‘; x,) - P’(x; x& ,< c /I x - yCm) 11 
for h == 0, l,..., min(v, , r) - I, where C is a positive constant. In addition, 
as we note, 
;E 11 P’(x; .) - F(‘)(y(m); *)[I1 = 0. 
Therefore, there exists m, > 0 such that 
1 P’A)(.u,) - P~)(X,)j < 2C ji x - ycm) 11 
for all m > m, and k = l,..., n, h = 0 ,..., min(v, , r) - 
N= vl $ ... I v, 3 r, inequality (3.2) implies 
lim I/ P - P, /jc[n,hl = 0 ??+a 
and consequently lim,,, Ij P(j) - P$’ Ilcln,bl = 0 for j = O,..., 1” 
our assertion follows at once from Taylor’s formula. 
- 1. Then - 
(3.2) 
1. Since 
4. PARTIAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE OPTIMAL QUADRATURE FORMULAS 
THEOREM 1. Let the multiplicities (I+~); satisfy the ecenness condition (3.1). 
Suppose that the nodes (2.1) are optimal of the type (vl ,..., v,) in Wm’[a, b]. 
Then a < x, and x, < b. 
Proof. Let us assume that a = x1 and let E be an arbitrary positive 
number. Observe that the change 
transforms the interval [a, b] into [a - E, b]. Then the nodes 
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where zi, T(.Y~), k -I I: . . . . II. will be optimal of the type (v, ,.... v,) in 
W,r[a - E. b]. Moreover, the function 
must coincide with the spline F(z; T). Let R, denote the error of the optimal 
quadrature formula of the type (IQ ,..., v,,) in Wm’[a - E, b]. Then, from 
Lemma 6, 
R, ==- fb F(z; 7) a% == (I -; ~/(b -- a))r~- 1R(x). (4.1) ‘0, 
On the other hand, the best quadrature formula with nodes x for the class 
W,r[a - E, b] has an error R,(x) which, according to Lemma 6, is defined 
by the formula 
R,(x) = [” F(x; t)dt = R(x) I- ia F(x; t)dt * ‘I-t d n--E 
= R(x) + J” Cl--E p(x; a) :- F’(x; a)(t ~~- a) -:- i’ (t - T) k-(x; T)dT] dt. ‘I7 
Now, using the assumption u = x1 and the equality F’(x; x1) = +** = 
F(ul-1)(x; x1) = 0, v1 3 2, we get 
R,(x) = R(x) - + s” (T ~- a + c)” F”(x; T) C/T = R(x) -+- O($). 
a-t 
This and (4.1) give for a sufficiently small E that R,(x) < R, , which contra- 
dicts the definition of R, . Therefore a < x1 . In a similar way one could show 
that x,, < b. The theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 2. Let the multiplicities (v,J; satisfy the eoenness condition (3.1). 
Suppose that the nodes x are optimal of the type (q ,..., v,) in the class WzT[a, b]. 
Let a = {akA} be the best coejjkients for the nodes x. Then 
0, ,vs-1 z= 0, ak,vk ? :- 0 if’ v;, is e2’et7, 
alT.,J,-~l -a 0 if vi; is odd. 
Proof. Suppose that viC is even. According to Theorem 1, a < xk < b. 
With every real h, 1 h I ,( Ax, we associate the nodes 
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Since the x are optimal, 
R(x) < R(Xh). 
On the other hand F(x, ; t) E W. Therefore 
(4.2) 
V.--l 
R(Xh) - c a,,F’“‘(x! ; Xk) < R(x). (4.3) 
k=O 
In view of assertion (e) of Lemma 6, there exists a number E > 0 such that 
F(“k)(x; t) > 0 for all t E [xg - E, X~ + E]. Then, on the basis of Lemma 7, 
there exist h, , 0 < h, < Ax, and constants C, > 0, C, > 0 such that 
C, < PJ(xh ; t) < C, for all t E [xl, - E, xlc + ~1 and I h 1 < h, . The 
above inequalities and the condition P)(x, ; X~ + h) = 0 (A = O,..., Y - 1) 
imply 
Cl / h l”k-‘/(vk - A) ! < 1 F(‘)(x h ; xk)l < C, / h ]@/(I+ - A) ! . (4.4) 
In addition, obviously, 
sign F(VK-l)(~h ; XJ = -sign h, 
F(vk-2)(x, ; Xk) > 0. 
(4.5) 
Now, let us assume for a moment that uk,++ # 0. We choose h to satisfy 
sign h = -sign ak,ve-1 . Then, taking into account (4.4) and (4.5), we get 
from (4.3) 
vn-2 
R(xd - c 1 akA / c2 1 11 l”k-A/(vk - A>! + I Qk,+ j c, I h I < R(x), 
k=O 
which contradicts (4.2) for a sufficiently small h. Therefore ak,“,-i = 0. 
Then (4.3) gives 
w-2 
R&J - 1 / UkA 1 c2 I h Iy’-A/(yk -- A)! 
k=O 
- ak.vk-2 
F(w2)(Xh ; 
xk) < R(x). 
In view of (4.5), the assumption ak,vk-2 < 0 leads to contradiction. Therefore 
ak,vk-2 > 0. Let us assume that ak,vk-2 = 0. Consider the nodes 
z= ( 
x1 ,***, xk-I > xk, exk+l ,.**, x, 
Vl >..., Vk-1 , vk - 2, vk+l ,..., v, 1. 
Since &.Vk-1 = a&v,@ = 0, we have R(z) = R(x). Then Z(F(x; .)) = Z(F(z; .)). 
This implies F(x; t) = F(z; t), according to the unicity of the extremal 
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function F(z; t). On the other hand, by Lemma 6. Pm “‘(z: x/,) ,J 0, 
P&)(x; xl,) == 0. The contradiction completes the proof. 
It remains to show that a,:,,,,_, > 0 if I’,~ is an odd number. In this case 
we consider the function F(y; t) for 
Evidently F(y; t) E W. Then 
I?(y) ~ aX.,Vb-lF’““-l’(y; xk) < R(x). 
But vlC - 1 is an even number. Then, according to Lemma 7, F(““-l)(y; xk) > 0. 
Now, assuming that ak,vfi-, < 0, we get R(y) < R(x), which is impossible 
since 
R(y) = ii’ F(y; t) dt < sb F(x; t) dt = R(x). 
* 0 0 
The proof is complete. 
5. EXISTENCE 
First, we shall prove an auxiliary lemma. 
LEMMA 8. Let h be an arbitrarypositit’e number andf E CT[r - h, r -+ h]. 
Suppose that f has exactly r zeros in [T - h, T + h] and f(r - h) = 
f(T + h) = 0. If 0 < m <f(‘)(t) < M for all t E [T - h, T + h], then 
/3 - 01 > m1i2(Mr! 21‘-2)-1/2 *h, where 01, /3 are the zeros of f (‘-“j(t) in 
[T - h, 7 + h]. 
Proof. By Rolle’s theoremf(i)(t) has exactly r - k zeros in [T - /I, T + h]. 
Denote them by {tkj}F:f (tK1 < ... < tk,r--k). Evidently f ck)(x) = sFk, f (‘C+l)(t) dt 
for k < r - 2 and consequently 
Let t be the unique zero off (T-1)(t) in [T - h, T + h]. Then 
If ttl < f < tk,,-,c with k = 0 ,..., r - 2, then repeated use of (5.1) gives 
If(k)(.$)l < (2h)‘-7L-2(P - LX)” M/4, k = O,..., r - 2. (5.2) 
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Now suppose that 5 < 7. By Taylor’s formula 
T-l 
j(x) = C f '"'(t>(x - t)"/k! + ,-I, 1' (x - t)T-l f"'(t) dt. 
k=l E 
Next, using (5.2) and the assumptions of the lemma, we get for x 3 T, 
r-2 
(x - t),-l dt - z 1 j(k-)([)l 1 x - 5 j”/k! 
k=O 
> m(x - Tyjr! - M@ - a)” (2h)‘-“. 
In the special case x = 7 + h, the above inequality gives 0 = f(~ + h) > 
mh*/r! - M(P - a)2(2h)‘-2 and our assertion follows immediately. 
Now suppose that T < 5. Let x < T. In a similar fashion we obtain 
f(x) < -m(T - x)‘/r! + M(fl - u)2(2h)+-2 
for odd r, and 
f(x) > m(x - T)r/r! - M(P - a)2(2h)‘-e 
for even r. This, together with the assumption f(~ - h) = 0, yields 
M(/3 -- a!)2(2h)r-2 > mh’/r!. The lemma is proved. 
THEIOREM 3. Suppose that r and N are arbitrarypositice integers such that 
N 2 r. Then for every system of multiplicities (+);l satisfying Cz=, vR = N, 
1 < vk < r, k = l,..., n, there exists an optimal quadrature formula of the 
We (vl ,..., v,) in the class W,*[a, b]. Furthermore, the coeficients a = {akA) 
of the optimal quadrature formula satisJj, the relations 
ak,vli-l = O, k > 0, j = 0, 2 ,..., vk - 2, for ereu V~ ,
ak.j > 0, j = 0, 2,. . ., v,< - 1 , jtir odd v7: .
Proof. First we consider the case when the multiplicities (vk);” satisfy 
the evenness condition (3.1). Let (y(“‘)F be a minimizing sequence in 
Q(v, ,..., vJ, i.e., such that lim,,, R(y(Q) = E(v, ,..., v,). After going to a 
subsequence if necessary, we may assume that lirniem I/ yfi) - z Ij = 0 for 
some ZEQ~. Suppose that z has m distinct components x1 < ... < x, 
of multiplicities p1 ,..., pm , respectively. Let us set pk = min& , r), 
k = I,..., m. Set x = B,(z). By virtue of Lemma 7, E(vi ,.,., v,) = 
limi,, R(yti)) = R(x). According to (2.17), R(x) < R(y), y E Q(v, ,..., v,). 
Since Qbl ,..., pLm) C Q(v, ,,.., v,,) we see that the nodes x are optimal of the 
type b1 ,..., p,). Then, by Theorem 1, a < x1 < ... < X, < b. Evidently 
m < n. Let us assume that m < n. Then, there is an index k, 1 < k < m - 1. 
such that plc = vlc + vkfl + ..a + vk+i for some j > 1. We observe that 
max(Vk ,..., v,~< ,) <. r. Indeed, suppose that one 01’ the numbers v;, :..., v,, ~j .
say “1; > is equal to I’. Then we construct the nodes 
where to $ (x1 ,..., x,). Since y E @v, ,..., v,J we have 
fw :g K(y). (5.3) 
On the other hand, in view of Lemma 5, 1 cp(y; t)i < / ~(x; t)/. Moreover, 
the above inequality is strict in a neighborhood of the point t, . Then 
R(y) = JI [ I&Y; t)l dt < JL I ~(x; t) / dt = R(x), which contradicts (5.3). 
Therefore max(v, ,..., ++J < Y. 
Let us set q = 2[(~~ + 1)/2]. Here [.I is the greatest integer function. For 
any h 3 0 and T E [x~ - h, xii + h], T being a parameter to be chosen later, 
we denote by x(h) the nodes 
We claim that for all sufficiently small values of h there exists a point 
7 = T(h) E [xk - h, xK + h] such that the function F(g-l)(x(h); t) changes 
its sign in xlc . To prove this we consider the cases q < r and q = r + 1 
separately. Suppose that q < r. Then q is an even number. According to 
Lemma 6, there exists E > 0 such that P)(x; t) > 0 for all t E [x~ - E, 
xii f ~1. By virtue of Lemma 7, there exists 0 < h, < min{dx, c/2} such that 
P(x(h); t) > 0 (5.4) 
for all t E [x~ - E, xk + C] and h < h, . Since F(x(h); t) has q zeros in [T - h, 
7 + h],Rolle’s theorem and (5.4) imply that F(“)(x(h); t) has precisely ~7 - A 
zeros in [T - h, T + h] for every h <ho and X = O,..., q. Now suppose that h 
is fixed and h < h, . Denote by ((T) the unique zero of the function 
W-1)(x(h); t) in [T - h, 7 + h]. It is easily seen on the basis of Lemma 7 
that t(T) is a continuous function of 7 in [xle - h, xk f h]. In addition, 
repeated application of Rolle’s theorem shows that 6(x, - h) < xlc and 
[(xk + h) > X~ . Therefore there exists a point 7 E [xk - h, xk + h] such 
that &T) = xlc . Our claim is proved in the case q < r. No-v suppose that 
q = r + 1. Obviously this occurs when pr = r and r is an odd number. 
By Lemma 6 there exists a number E > 0 such that F(x; t) has no other 
knots in [xk - E, xlc + C] excepting xlc . Since F(x; t) and F(x(h); t) have one 
and the same number of knots, it follows easily from Lemma 7 that F(x(h); t) 
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has p.recisely one knot in [x~ - E, xb + E] for all sufficiently small h (say 
for all h < h,). Given a h, we denote by &T) the knot of F(x(h); t) in 
[xlc - E, xI, + ~1. Lemma 7 implies that E(T) is a continuous function of 7 
for fixed h. Then, as above, we show that there is a point T E [xI; - E, xk + E] 
such that E(T) = X~ . In what follows we choose 7 in this way. It goes without 
saying that h < h, is assumed. We saw that the nodes x are optimal of 
the type (pl ,..., p,) in the class Wmr[a, b]. Moreover, R(x) < R(y) for all 
y E i&‘v, ,..., v,). Hence 
R(x) < W(h)) (5.5) 
for all h < h, . Denote by a = {akA} the best coefficients for the nodes x. 
Since F(x(h); t) E W, we have 
i 
’ P(x(h); t) dt - “k< a,,P’(x(h); x-k) < R(x). 
a A=0 
(5.6) 
The function P)(x(h); t) (A = O,..., pk - 1) has pk - x zeros at least in 
[T - h, T + h]. In addition, F(uk-l)(x(h); t) is absolutely continuous and 
F(“k)(x(h); t) is bounded over [a, b]. Therefore, using Newton’s interpolation 
formula one can show that there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
1 +(x(h); x )I < Chun-’ k \ (5.7) 
for A = O,..., pk - 1. 
Next we continue the proof of the theorem considering the cases of even 
& and odd pk separately. Let plc be an even number. Then q = pk . Denote 
by 01, j? the zeros of F(*-2) (x(h); t) in [T - h, T + h]. By Newton’s interpolation 
formula 
F’q-2’(x(h); t) = (t - a)(t - j3) Jh” u(s; a, p) F(@(x(h); s) ds. 
Since F(q-1)(x(h); XJ = 0, we get 
1 F(P-2’(X(& Xd = aFf& 1 F”J-2’(x(h); t)l -., 
Now we conclude from Lemma 7 and inequality (e) from Lemma 6 that there 
exists a constant c, > 0 such that F(*)(x(h); t) > 4c, in [OI, p] for all suffi- 
ciently small h. Therefore 
1 F’q-2’(x(h); xk)j 3 cl@ - a)“. (5.8) 
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According to the optimality of x we have 
Obviously 
F’*-yX(h); t) < 0 (5.10) 
in (01, /3), since q is even and P(x(h); t) > 0 in [N, b]. Taking into account 
(5.7)-(5.10), we get from (5.6), R(x(h)) I- as,,,~+rha + O(h3) -< R(x). This 
shows that R(x(h)) < R(x) for sufficiently small h, contradicting (5.5). 
Now consider the case of odd pJc . Then pI; = Y, a = r + 1. It follows 
from (5.6) and (5.7) that 
R(x(h)) + a~*,-,F”‘-yx(h); xl;) + O(h2) < R(x). (5.11) 
The function F(x(h); t) has Y + 1 zeros in [T ~~ h, 7 -!- /I]. By Rolle’s theorem, 
P-l)(x(h); t) has at least two zeros in [T - h, T 4 h]. It is easily seen on the 
basis of Lemmas 6 and 7 that F(‘-l)(x(h); t) actually has precisely two zeros 
in [T - h, 7 + h] for sufficiently small h. Let us denote them by t,(h) and 
t,(h). The assumption that Fr’)(x(h); t) changes its sign at the point X~ gives 
xL = (t,(h) + t,(h))/2 andF(‘ml)(x(h); xk) = --(t,(lz) ~- f,(h))/2. Consider now 
the behavior of the distance t,(h) - t,(h) when lz tends to zero. First we 
observe that the spline function g(t) of odd degree r is uniquely determined 
by the conditions g(t) > 0, i g(‘)(t)1 y= 1 for all t; g(t) has r + I zeros at 
the points Q- - h, 7 + h of multiplicities vk and r -t 1 - v,; , respectively; g(t) 
has exactly one knot in (T - h, T + II). Denote by g,,(t) the spline function 
satisfying the above conditions for T := 0 and h = 1. Therefore F(x(h); t) = 
h’g,((t - 7)/h) for t E T - h, [T -I- h] in view of the uniqueness of the spline g. 
It follows from this relation that t2(h) - t,(h) ~1 6h, where 6 is the distance 
between the zeros of g:-l)(t). Thus, we get from (5.11) 
R(x(h)) t- uk,r-l ah/2 < R(x). 
As far as ak,r--l > 0 is concerned, we obtain R(x(h)) < R(x) for sufficiently 
small h. This contradicts (5.5). Hence m == n. This entails pi = vi for 
i= 1 ,-**> n. So, the existence part of our theorem is proved in the case of 
multiplicities satisfying (3.1). In the general case we consider the multiplicities 
pb = min(r, 2[(+ + 1)/2], k = l,..., n. Then (p& are even or equal to r 
and the optimal quadrature formula of the type (pl ,..., pn) exists. But, 
according to Theorem 2, ak,,,+ = 0 for pIc > V~ . Therefore the same 
quadrature is optimal of the type (it ,..., v,) also. 
To prove the last assertion of the theorem we need the following result due 
to Micchelli [23]: 
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Let M be a monospline of the form 
M(t) = 5 + ‘2 a# + f ‘=il c,,(t - x&-l. 
i=O I,=1 A=0 
Then M(t) has at most r + Cl=, (vk + ck) zeros in (- co, co) counting 
multiplicities, where uk = 1 if vk is odd and zero otherwise. Moreover, if 
M(t) has the maximal number of zeros in (-co, co) then ckA < 0, 
h = 0, 2 ,...: vk - 1, if vk is odd. 
For the precise definition of a zero of multiplicity 01, where a: is allowed to 
be as large as r + 1, the reader is referred to [23]. This definition is chosen 
so that M changes sign if pi is odd, and does not change sign if a: is even. 
Now suppose that the quadrature formula (1.1) is optimal of the type 
(Vl >.-, v,). According to Theorem 2 we may assume without loss of generality 
that (I+); satisfy (3.1). In view of Lemma 6, F(x; t) has precisely 
2 = xi==, (vi; + ok) zeros in [a, b] counting multiplicities as in [23]. Then 
a repeated application of Rolle’s theorem shows that P)(x; t) has at least 
2 - ,P zeros in (a, b). But P)(x; t) = sign M(a, x; t). Adding the conditions 
(2.10), we conclude that M(a, x; t) has at least Z t r zeros in (- co, co). 
By virtue of Theorem 2, M(a, x; t) can be rewritten in the form 
where pk = vk - 1 -I- (Tk, k = l,..., n. Evidently (,&)T are odd. Then 
M(a, x; t) has the maximal number of zeros in (- co, co) and according to 
Micchelli’s result, aICn > 0 for k = l,..., n and h = 0, 2 ,..., vk + ulC - 2. 
The theorem is proved. 
A careful tracing of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that we have proved 
the following fact: Let the nodes x and y be optimal of the type (vl ,..., v,) 
and (vl ,..., V&-l , p.k , Vk+2 ,..., Vn), respectively, where pk = min(r, vk f Ilk+& 
Suppose that pk > vk . Then R(x) < R(y). This observation implies 
COROLLARY 1. The optimal quadrature formula of the type 
Cl,..., 1) 
N 
in the class WmT[a, b] has a minimal error amont all optimal quadrature 
formulas of the type (vl ,..., v,) in Wmr[a, b], where [(vl + 1)/2] + *.. + 
[(Vh -- I)/21 < N. 
Th’e main result of this paper was meanwhile extended by the author 
[24] to the classes WDT[u, b] (1 < p < a). 
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